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Abstract

In this paper, we derive the SAR raw data model by applying windowing, sampling and convolution to radar reflectivity.
We define the SAR transform as the operation reversing the implicitly performed convolution by inverse convolution
applied to SAR raw data. The SAR transform is then compared toboth, Fourier and Wavelet transform. In either case,
defocusing with a certain waveform is involved. We show thatSAR and Fourier transform are two opposite special cases
of the Wavelet transform in a slightly generalized sense. Due to the fact that the chirp signal which is generating SAR
raw data, formally fulfills all requirements for being a wavelet, we conclude furthermore that there might exist faster
SAR processing algorithms than those based on the Fourier transform and discuss the idea towards the goal of fast SAR
processing, successively focusing in time domain.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the Wavelet transform has been shown to
have numerous applications, especially, after techniques
for the design offast wavelet transforms have been dis-
covered. Also in the field of Synthetic Aperture Radar
the wavelet transform is used successfully in a great va-
riety such as for SAR data compression, despeckling SAR
images, for SAR image texture analysis and also for edge
detection in SAR images as for finding coast lines. The
wavelet chosen mainly depends on the intended applica-
tion. However, the search for the most suitable wavelet in
SAR raw data compression on one hand and great paral-
lels between SAR processing and wavelet transforming on
the other hand lead to the idea that SAR processing itself
might be a wavelet transform. The idea is also investigated
in [1] and the authors conclude that SAR imaging obvi-
ously appears as ’natural’ arising wavelet application.

Indeed, the wavelet transform is closely related to SAR
processing as can be seen by just looking at its definition
for example given in [2]

(Wψ)(a, b) := |a|−1/2

∫

∞

−∞

f(t)ψ(
t− b

a
) dx (1)

for a waveletψ ∈ L2(IR) compared to SAR processing
with chirpψ ∈ L2(IR)

(SARψ)(b) := (f ∗ ψ̌)(b) =

∫

∞

−∞

f(t)ψ(t− b) dx (2)

whereψ̌(t) = ψ(−t), i.e. SAR processing is the special
casea = 1 of wavelet transformingf with no dilations but
only translations ofψ. Furthermore, any compactly sup-
ported zero-mean chirpψ fulfills the admissibility condi-
tion as given in [2] and therefore qualifies as wavelet. This
applies to all zero-mean compactly supported waveforms
ψ ∈ L2(IR), [3], therefore, also to chirps. Consequently,

any sent chirp in SAR imaging should be zero-mean in or-
der not to falsify acquired SAR raw data in terms of image
’energy’.
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Similarly, and also described in [4], the Fourier transform
is an example of the opposite caseb = 0 of ’wavelet’ trans-
formingf where only dilations and no translations ofψ are
required for signal construction. But more precisely, we
must note that functionψ(x) = e−2πix which is generating
the Fourier basis functionsψa(x) = e−2πix/a by dilations
is strictly no wavelet. It does not fulfill the admissibility
condition which is part of the wavelet definition. However,
the admissibility condition secures two pre-conditions for
wavelet transforms. First, it secures that the transform is
isometric, i.e. no ’energy’ is added to the signal during the
transformation. This also applies to the Fourier transform
[3]. Secondly, it secures that the wavelet is indeed a spa-
tially ’short’ wave whose spectrum quickly decays to zero.
This is required for allowing the spatial localization of fre-
quencies when analyzingf with waveletψ. However, due
to the infinite support of Fourier basis functions, frequen-
cies cannot be spatially located which is a considerable dis-
advantage of the Fourier transform and, actually, led to the
invention of wavelet transforms. To consolidate the ad-
ditional requirement, it was incorporated into the wavelet
transform definition. As a conclusion we may say that the
Fourier transform is a special case of wavelet transforming
with a slightly weaker admissibility condition.

In the following we would like to show that SAR pro-
cessing is one direction of a data transform, ideally map-
ping ’lossless’ from unfocused to focused SAR images
and vice versa. For that, it is first required to review the
model of SAR raw data and SAR images. Then we de-



fine the discrete SAR transform, prove that it is indeed
a transform and compare it to the discrete wavelet trans-
form. Finally, by considering SAR processing as wavelet
transform we reason about possibilities to speed up SAR
processing. As wavelet transforms may operate in the
order ofO(N) operations or evenO(log(N)), they are
much faster than employing the Fourier transform with
2 × O(N log(N)) + O(N). A very promising technique
for fast wavelet transform design is the Lifting Scheme [6].

2 The SAR Raw Data Model

In SAR imaging, we digitally measure radar reflectivityσ
as a functionσ : IR2 → lC, t 7→ σ(t) of its infinite spa-
tially extent on the earth surfacet ∈ [−∞,∞]× [−∞,∞].
It requires three operations applied toσ for describing the
SAR raw data model: windowing, sampling and convo-
lution. Windowing selects the imaged area on ground by
multiplication with a rectangle weighting functionrect(t)
equal to1 for the imaged area and zero else. Sampling
is described in [5] as multiplication with the Dirac series
samp(t) =

∑

n∈Z2

δ(t − nT ). And convolution with the

backscatter functionψ(t) of a single scatterer on ground is
implicitly performed due the SAR imaging geometry. Us-
ing sampling ratesT = [T1, T2]

T, whereT1 = 1/PRF ,
we may write down the

Simplified Raw Data Model:

raw(t) = ψ(t) ∗ (samp T(t) · rect(t) · σ(t)) (3)

= ψ(t) ∗ (
∑

n∈Z2

δ(t− nT ) · σrect(t))

= ψ(t) ∗ (
∑

n∈Z2

σrect(nT ) δ(t− nT ))

=

N1−1
∑

n1=0

N2−1
∑

n2=0

σ(nT )ψ(t− nT ) (4)

which is a simplification because the chirpsψ(t− nT ) ac-
tually vary with their positionn = [n1, n2]

T. For describ-
ing SAR raw data sufficiently, variations at least in range
directionn2 must be permitted. Thus, we may give the

Standard Raw Data Model:

raw1(t) =

N1−1
∑

n1=0

N2−1
∑

n2=0

σ(nT )ψn2
(t− nT ) (5)

where we haveN2 different two-dimensional chirps
for composing the raw image:ψn2

(t) ∈ B =

{ψ0(t), . . . , ψN2−1(t)}, t ∈ IR2. During raw1(t) signal
construction, the running position parametern2 (range po-
sition) as part ofn = [n1, n2]

T selects a suitable chirp from
B. And in general, with also allowing chirp variations with
azimuth, we permit individual chirps at each position on
ground and call this the

Complete Raw Data Model:

raw2(t) =

N1−1
∑

n1=0

N2−1
∑

n2=0

σ(nT ) ψn1,n2
(t− nT ) (6)

with havingN1N2 different chirps involved in the raw data
construction processψn(t) ∈ B = {ψn1,n2

(t) | 0 ≤ nl ≤
Nl − 1, l = 1, 2} such that this model suits for all con-
ceivable SAR applications. The

Ideal Image Model:

image(t) =

N1−1
∑

n1=0

N2−1
∑

n2=0

σ(nT ) δ(t− nT ) (7)

is derived via (3) by only applying windowing and sam-
pling toσ, omitting convolution.

3 The SAR Transform

When comparing raw data (4),(5),(6) with images (7) then
the task ofSAR transforming is obviously to switch from
ψ(t),ψn2

(t),ψn1,n2
(t), respectively, toδ(t) and vice versa

in all pixel positionsn. This can be achieved by inverse
convolution, applied in each pixel. For chirpsψ(t) in gen-
eral, we know that there exists a functionψ−1(t) such that
ψ−1(t) ∗ ψ(t) = δ(t) and, thus, we may define

SAR−1

ψ { raw(t) } := ψ−1(t) ∗ raw(t) (8)

which inverts the two-dimensional convolution

SARψ{ image(t) } := ψ(t) ∗ image(t) (9)

implicitly performed in (3) while SAR raw data acquisi-
tion. We call (8) and (9) theSAR transform,SAR−1 cor-
responds to SAR processing. TheSAR−1 transform on
models (5) and (6) is defined as choosing correspondingly
ψ−1

n such thatψ−1

n ∗ ψn = δ in each positionn.

TheInverse Filter Approachemploys

ψ−1(t) := F−1{1/F{ψ(t)}} (10)

which is the Fourier transformF of the above equation
ψ−1(t) ∗ ψ(t) = δ(t). However, as real data are always
noisy, implementing this approach leads to amplified noise
as a result of limited system bandwidth and the chirp spec-
trum envelope inversion outside the actual bandwidth.

TheMatched Filter Approachuses

ψ−1(t) ≈ ψ(t)

the complex conjugate ofψ(t) as an approximate inverse
chirp in (8) for defining the inverseSAR transform. This
approach avoids divisions by small numbers as they occur
in (10) and is therefore noise-stable. A major drawback is
that due toψ(t) ∗ ψ(t) ∗ image(t) ≈ sinc(t) ∗ image(t)
the resulting image is convolved with an approximate



sinc(t) := sin(t)/t function. This deteriorates the image
considerably in terms of resolution and introduces side-
lobes. It leads to the

SAR Image Model:

˜image(t) =

N1−1
∑

n1=0

N2−1
∑

n2=0

σ(nT ) sinc(t− nT ). (11)

Consequently, the SAR transform is actually not ’lossless’
when applied to noisy data or using the Matched filter.
However, the approximation is still good enough if the
transform is not iterated several times back and forward
but only performed once in inverse direction for SAR pro-
cessing. The ideal transform model may, nevertheless, help
us finding an approach for faster SAR processing methods
using wavelet techniques.

3.1 The Discrete 2D SAR Transform

Remembering thatδ(t−nT ) is a ’function’ whose support
is a single pixel at timenT , image(t) may be written in
matrix form

S = {σ(nT ) }n = { σ(n1T1, n2T2) }0 ≤ n1 ≤ N1 − 1

0 ≤ n2 ≤ N2 − 1

with S ∈ lCN1,N2 only writing down the coefficients of
δ(t − nT ) and sum (7) degenerates to a pure construction
method. Accordingly, letC,C−1, R be the matrices for
discretely representingψ(t), ψ−1(t) andraw(t), respec-
tively. Let C−1 denote the inverse ofC with respect to
matrix convolution. Then the discreteSAR transform with
respect to model (4) is

R = SAR{S } := C ∗ S and (12)

S = SAR−1{R } := C−1 ∗R (13)

following (8) and (9). The convolution between matrices
is declared as follows: Letc, s be polynomials depending
on variablesx, y andC ∈ lCM1,M2 , S ∈ lCN1,N2 are the
corresponding polynomial coefficients. Then the product
polynomialc(x, y) · s(x, y) = r(x, y) has coefficient ma-
trix R ∈ lCN1+M1−1,N2+M2−1 and, becauser is the prod-
uct of c ands, it is divisible byc or s without remainder.
This is the important fact permitting a ’lossless’ inverse
operation (13).

* =

Figure 1: The SAR transform mapping from S to R and
vice versa, via chirp C, real part matrices S,C and R.

Furthermore, in Hilbert spacelCN1,N2 with inner product
〈·, ·〉 each matrixS ∈ lCN1,N2 is a linear combination

S =

N1−1
∑

n1=0

N2−1
∑

n2=0

〈S ,En1,n2
〉En1,n2

. (14)

ofN1 ×N2 basis matricesEn1,n2
. LetEn1,n2

be the ma-
trix with 1 at positionn1, n2 and zero else. Then (14) is
the ’trivial’ decomposition of matrixS. Furthermore, it is
the matrix notation of (7) and, thus, raw data model (4) can
be written as

R = C ∗

N1−1
∑

n1=0

N2−1
∑

n2=0

〈S ,En1,n2
〉En1,n2

=

N1−1
∑

n1=0

N2−1
∑

n2=0

σ(n1T1, n2T2) Cn1,n2
(15)

whereCn1,n2
= C ∗ En1,n2

∈ lCN1+M1−1,N2+M2−1 is
the matrix with chirpC ∈ lCM1,M2 positioned atn =
[n1, n2]

T and zero else,M1 < N1, M2 < N2. Equa-
tion (15) illustrates that SAR raw data are superpositioned
’images’ ofσ-weighted translated two-dimensional chirps.
Furthermore, theSAR transform is obviously a coordinate
transform switching from focused basis images{En1,n2

}
to unfocused basis images{Cn1,n2

} and vice versa. In
accordance to model (4) we only use one matrixC to
generate all{Cn1,n2

}. To describe models (5) and (6),
we may useN2 different andN1 × N2 different matrices
Cn1,n2

, respectively, for generating the SAR raw data ba-
sis{Cn1,n2

}.

= 0.1· +0.2· +0.3·

Figure 2: SAR raw data R as superposition ofσ-weighted
translated chirp matricesCn1,n2

with σ = [0.1, 0.2, 0.3].

As the two-dimensional chirpψ(t) = ψ(t1, t2) can be
written as outer product of two one-dimensional chirps
ψ(t1, t2) = ψ1(t1) · ψ2(t2), in matrix notationC = c1c

T
2

with c1 ∈ lCN1 , c2 ∈ lCN2 , C ∈ lCN1,N2 , also the 2D-
convolutions in (12) and (13) can be realized as two one-
dimensional convolutions such that we may now continue
our considerations in the one-dimensional case.

3.2 SAR Transform as Wavelet Transform

According to polynomial multiplication, the convolution
of vectors ∈ lCN with vectorc ∈ lCM yields a vector
r ∈ lCN+M−1. For simplicity, we also embed vectorss
andc in lCN+M−1 by filling up zeros and may now use
circular convolution⊛ instead∗ to obtain the same result



r ∈ lCN+M−1. LetN ′ = N +M − 1 andsn = 〈 s , en〉.
In equivalence to (15) we may write

r = SAR{ s } = c⊛

N ′
−1

∑

n=0

〈 s , en〉 en (16)

r =
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(17)

where matrixCSAR := c ⊛ I ∈ lCN
′,N ′

in (17) rep-
resents theSAR transform switching froms ∈ lCN

′

to
r ∈ lCN

′

. It illustrates, similarly as shown inFigure
2, that raw datar are superpositionedsn-weighted trans-
lated chirpsc. According to construction, matrixCSAR is
invertible and its multiplication inverseC−1

SAR must have
structureC−1

SAR = (g ⊛ I)T, i.e. it is composed of trans-

lated row vectorsgT whereg ∈ lCN
′

is the convolution
inverse of chirpc ∈ lCN

′

, i.e. g ⊛ c = e0 = [1, 0, . . . , 0].

Hence, we may summarize that on one hand the basis col-
umn vectors inCSAR are generated via translations by
some waveformc and on the other hand the basis row vec-
tors inC−1

SAR are also generated via translations by some
waveformg. Chirp c is, according to [2] Definition 3.26,
the wavelet spanning the SAR raw data space andg is the
corresponding dual wavelet spanning its dual space. The
SAR transform is non-orthogonal becausec is not self-dual
[2]. Theorem 3.27 then confirms the reconstruct ability of
SAR images from SAR raw data in the wavelet sense [2].

3.3 The Fast SAR Transform

As derived above, the SAR transform is a wavelet trans-
form not requiring chirp dilations but only translations for
constructing or processing SAR raw data. However, for
the design offast wavelet transform algorithms the intro-
duction of dilations is computationally required and also
practically reasonable. For creating a ’divide and conquer’
algorithm following the philosophy of the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) we may study the Lifting Scheme pro-
posed by Swelden [6]. It allows fast time domain im-
plementations and the construction of Second Generation
Wavelets. Applied to SAR processing, the idea is to half
the spatially extended chirp size convolved in the data set
with each iteration applied. IfM is the chirp filter length
andN the number of samples then the SAR image should
be fully focused afterlog(M) steps withO(N) operations.

4 Experimental Results

The forward SAR transform based on model (4) is eas-
ily been implemented employing polynomial multiplica-

tion as described above. For example, productr(x) =
3x10(1+2x+x2) = 3x10+6x11+3x12 realizes a defocus-
ing of coefficientc10 = 3 at positionn = 10 with wave-
form [1, 2, 1]. In (5) and (6) we simply vary the convolution
kernel, here[1, 2, 1], while summing up. The inverse SAR
transform corresponds to re-focusing via polynomial divi-
sions(x) = (3x10 +6x11 +3x12)/(1+2x+x2) = 3x10.
Polynomial division is realized via polynomial multiplica-
tion but with inverting the chirp using (10). Models (5)
and (6) require an inverse convolution kernel update with
range or at each pixel, respectively. A 2D-SAR-transform
example is depicted inFigure 1.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we modeled SAR processing as transform
which is naturally non-orthogonal. We showed that the
Inverse Filter on noise-free data corresponds to the ideal
transform but Matched filtering is used to control losses in
data quality due to noise. We mentioned that the chirp sig-
nal which generates SAR raw data is indeed a wavelet and
that the SAR transform is a wavelet transform with using
chirp translations for signal synthesis (SAR raw data ac-
quisition) and signal analysis (SAR processing). SAR pro-
cessing as wavelet transform on one hand and the Lifting
Scheme as tool for the design of fast wavelet transforms on
the other hand might lead to a new type of SAR processing
algorithms which is worth to be further investigated.
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